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The problem of global estimation of the mean function t?(.) of a quite arbitrary 
Gaussian process is considered. The loss function in estimating 0 by a function a(.) 
is assumed to be of the form L(0, a) = J’ [O(t)- a(t)]‘p(dt), and estimators are 
evaluated in terms of their risk function (expected loss). The usual minimax 
estimator of 0 is shown to be inadmissible via the Stein phenomenon; in estimating 
the function 0 we are trying to simultaneously estimate a larger number of normal 
means. Estimators improving upon the usual minimax estimator are constructed, 
including an estimator which allows the incorporation of prior information about 8. 
The analysis is carried out by using a version of the Karhunen-Loeve expansion to 
represent the original problem as the problem of estimating a countably infinite 
sequence of means from independent normal distributions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of global estimation of the mean function of a quite arbitrary 
continuous Gaussian process will be considered. Before presenting the 
general setup we will outline the problem in an important special case, that 
of estimating the mean function of a Wiener process. 
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402 BERGER AND WOLPERT 
Suppose we observe, for t E [0, T], 
X(f) = e(t) + Z(t), 
where B(t) (the signal) is an unknown function and Z(t) (the noise) is zero 
mean Brownian motion. It is desired to estimate the function B(.) under the 
global loss 
L(8, a) E jr [O(t) - a(t)]’ dt. 
0 
Of course, {Z(t), t E [0, T]} h as an underlying probability structure, and so 
it is natural to evaluate an estimator 6[X](.) (which for each X is a function 
on [0, T]) by its risk (or expected loss) 
R(8,6) = E jr [6’(t) - ~3[X](t)]~ dr. 
0 
The usual estimator of 8(.) is S”[X](.) -X(.), and under appropriate 
conditions this is best invariant and minimax. Since we are trying to 
simultaneously estimate an uncountably infinite number of means (the 0(t) 
for all t E [0, T]) one would suspect that the usual estimator can be 
improved upon via the Stein phenomenon. 
Stein estimation (in its simplest and original setting-see Stein [ 19551 and 
James and Stein [ 19601) deals with estimation of the mean 
,B = (81, 02 ,..., p 19 )’ of a p-variate normal random variable X = (X, ,..., X,)’ 
(identity covariance matrix) under sum of squared errors loss 
Lp,_6) = 2 (ei - 6~2. 
i=l 
Here, also, the usual (best invariant and minimax) estimator of t is 
j”(X) =X. This estimator cannot be uniformly improved upon for p = 1 or 
2, but for p > 3 the James-Stein estimator 
has risk 
R@jJs) < R@,_s”) 
for all 8. (Here again R(f, ,S) = EL(tJl, ,S($)).) 
The stochastic process setting discussed earlier is the obvious infinite 
dimensional analogue of the finite dimensional situation, and so one would 
hope that improved estimators analogous to dJs could be found. This will be 
done in Section 3. Indeed, obvious analogues of aJs such as 
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S[X](.)= 1 - 
( J‘ ,x(r;2p(df) x(*) ) 
(1.1) 
will be considered (along with more sophisticated estimators) and shown, 
under certain conditions, to satisfy 
R(8,6) < R(8, so> 
for all I!?(.). 
The analysis will be carried out in a fairly general framework. The “noise” 
Z(.) discussed above will be allowed to be a quite arbitrary path-continuous 
Gaussian process, defined on an index set I c R ‘. (Thus the finite dimen- 
sional problem of estimating a normal mean will be included as a special 
case.) Also, the global loss will be allowed to have a “weighting” measure; 
i.e.. 
ue, 4 = j [e(t) - 4t~i2~u(do 
will be considered. The formal statement of the problem, with needed 
assumptions, follows. 
Let fi be the complete metric space .of continuous real-valued functions on 
a closed set I c R ’ with the supremum norm. Let 0 be a subset of X and let 
Z be a Borel-measurable X-valued Gaussian process on some probability 
space (0,F, P) with mean EZ(t) = 0 and known continuous covariance 
function y(s, t) = EZ(s) Z(t). Here (as usual) we suppress the w-dependence 
of functions YE L'(Q,ST, P) and write the integral of such a random 
variable indifferently as I, YdP or EY. 
Let ,& be a subset of the Borel-measurable real-valued functions on I. We 
consider the problem of estimating the unknown mean 0 E 0 of the Gaussian 
process X(t) = Z(f) + 0(t) on the basis of a single observation of XE X by 
an estimate a E ~2, under the quadratic loss 
w, 4 = j [e(s) - u(s)]~P~, em, UEVPP. (1.2) I 
Here p is an arbitrary but specified nonnegative Bore1 measure on Z 
satisfying 
(Al) 0 c L2(Z,dp); 
(A2) J/ 3 L '(I, 9); 
(A3) C = I, y(s, S) j@s) < 00. 
(Note that p may be a singular measure.) 
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If several observations X(“(m),..., Xc@(.) are available then their average 
X(.) = l/n xi”=, X”‘(.) satisfies our conditions and is sufficient for 0, so the 
restriction to a single observation is harmless. 
From (Al) and (1.2) it follows that L(B, a) = co for any a @ L’(Z, f&f); 
thus we may restrict our attention to estimates a E &’ n L*(Z, dp) = 
L2K a). 
Let C3 denote the decision space of all Borel-measurable mappings 
6 : X + L’(Z, dp). An usual in decision theory we will evaluate an estimator 
6 E g by considering its risk function 
R(8, S) G EL(B, S) 
= 
ii (e(s) - S[x](s>l’i4d~) dp. R I 
(1.3) 
The usual estimator for the mean 0 of a Gaussian process is 
S”[X] EX, 
with constant risk 
R (46’) = E j ) h’(sl- X(s)1 * p(ds) 
I 
= 1 E IW12,W4 I 
This is the best invariant estimator and will be shown to be minimax, but 
(except in some trivial cases) it is not admissible. 
Indeed, we will derive estimators 6* E g which satisfy 
zqe, 6*) < zqe, 60) (1.5) 
for every 8 E 0. 
Rather than working directly in L’(Z, dp), we will employ a generalization 
of the Karhunen-Loeve expansion of a stochastic process to transform the 
problem into that of estimating a countably infinite sequence of normal 
means, e,, 8, , e2 ,..., based on independent normal observations. This will 
enable some of the theory of Stein estimation to be brought more directly to 
bear on the problem. This transformation of the problem (carried out in 
Section 2) should be useful in other statistical analyses. 
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Section 3 contains the analysis of the transformed countably infinite Stein 
estimation problem. Although some relatively simple estimators improving 
upon 6’ will be presented, it is observed, as in Berger [1980a, 19821, that in 
intelligently selecting among the many possible improved estimators, it is 
necessary to incorporate prior information concerning the Bi. An estimator 
allowing incorporation of prior means & and variances rii for the Bi, and yet 
having risk better than do, is developed. This estimator can also be viewed as 
a robust Bayesian estimator of the 19~. It is also indicated how the ri and rii 
can be obtained from prior information concerning 8(e). 
Section 4 discusses several examples (introduced in Section 2); namely, 
the finite dimensional situation, the original Brownian motion example and 
an example concerning the Brownian bridge with a weighted global loss. 
Section 5 presents some concluding remarks. 
2. THE TRANSFORMED PROBLEM 
Denoted the norm of an element u E L2(Z, &) by /I u 1/W = (J‘, 1 u(s)l’ 
I@)) * I’* The Schwarz inequality guarantees that 
I Y(h 0 2 = I J=(s) ml 2 
< Y(S, s) r(t, t) (2.1) 
for every s, t E I, and hence that for each fixed s E Z the continuous function 
y(s, +) satisfies 
IIY(% *>ll: G Ye, s> c* 
It follows that, for each fE L '(I, dp), the function 
is bounded by 
Irf@)l G Ilfll, drn 
and so has L'(Z, Q) norm 
IlUll, G c Ilfll, * 
The function rf is also continuous, since 
Kf (s) - rf WI G Ilf llw IIY(h *> - I49 *II, 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
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and (by (A3), (2.1), and Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem) the 
mapping s + y(s, .) is continuous from Z to L2(Z, &). In fact, (2.2) and (2.3) 
show that {Zf: ]]f]], < 1) is uniformly bounded and uniformly equicon- 
tinuous on compact sets, so Z is a compact operator from L*(Z, &) to X. It 
is also nonnegative definite and Hilbert-Schmidt as an operator on L*(Z, &) 
since y(., .) is nonnegative definite and satisfies (by 2.1) 
I II+, ~)l”P(dMw~ c2 < co. 
It follows that there exists an orthonormal family (e,, e, ,...} = (ei}i<p of 
p & co continuous functions e, E X f? L*(Z, Q) and p numbers u,, 2 ul > u, > 
. . a > 0 satisfying 
(PO) J, ei(s) ej(s)Z@) = 1 if i =j, 0 else; 
(Pl) Z[ei](s) = J, y(s, t) ei(t) p(df) = uiei(s) for every s E I; 
WI Wl@)=O f or every s E Z if and only if I,f(s) ei(s)p(ds) = 0 
for each O<i<p; 
tp3) CO<i<p ui = II Ifs, slP(ds) = c; 
Cp4) Coci<pU:=SIllIY(S,r)12~u(ds)~u(dt)~C2. 
Here p < 00 is the dimension of the range of Z in L2(Z, dp). If an assertion 
A depending on cu E Q is true for all w  outside of a set NE X with 
P(N) = 0, say A holds “a.s. [PI”; similarly, an assertion B depending on 
t E Z holds “as. [PI” if it is true for all t outside a Bore1 set N’ xith 
/f(W) = 0. 
The Hilbert-Schmidt property and nonnegative-definiteness of Z guarantee 
the existence of a family {ei} cL*(Z, &) satisfying (PO), (P2), and (a.s. [p]) 
(Pl). It follows from (PO) and (2.3) that we may redefine {ei} (if necessary) 
to ensure that {ei} c X and that (Pl) holds for every s E I. It follows from 
(Al) and (A3) that 
E II~CII: = C + 11~11: < 00 (2.4) 
and hence that X E L’(Z, Q) a.e. [PI. Thus we can define, for 0 < i < p, 
Xi E 
1 
e,(s) X(S) /l(dS), 
I 
Bi s 
5 
ei(s) B(S) /l(dS). (2.5) 
I 
LEMMA 1. The random variables {XiJicp are independent and normally 
distributed with means {~9~}i,, and variances {Vi}i.x,. 
ProoJ Apply Fubini’s theorem and (PO), (Pl) to (2.5). 1 
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In general we cannot be sure that {ei} are complete, for there may be 
f~ L2(I, &) satisfying rf(s) = 0 for all s E I and yet ]]f]], > 0. In that case 
f would be orthogonal to each e, by (PZ). 
Denote by Z2 the space of square-summable sequences ,u = {u,,, U, ,...} of 
real numbers with finite norm 
The mapping u(.)-+,u from L2(I, c+) to l2 determined by ,U = (Ui}i<p, 
ui E J‘, e,(s) U(S) cl(&), is a contraction (Bessel’s inequality) and an isometry 
on the span L2* of {ei}i,, in L2(1, dp). Denote by U* the orthogonal 
projection of u E L2(I, dp) onto L”, and by U’ the coprojection u - u *. 
Then 
j~l”~s~12~~ds~~j,lu*~s~12~~ds~+ ‘\‘ l”i12~ 
O<i<p 
In many cases of interest r is positive definite (i.e., r[f] = 0 entails 
Ilfll, = 0) and h ence L2* = L2(1, &) and 
II4 = I,ul* (2.6) 
In any case we have (2.6) for u f L”. The paths of Z(.) lie in L2* a.s. [P], 
so 
EIX12=El18*+Zll:=C+118*11: < co 
and ]]x# T 6#]], = 0. Also, for any a E .YZ’ n L2(1, dp) we have 
L(&4=1/@-4: 
=IIB#-a#ll~+~~e*-a*~~2 
= lp?k2”ll:, + x pi-ai(*. 
O<i<p 
(2.7) 
Let 6 E @ be any measurable mapping from X to L2(1, &), and set 
a+ [X] = (s[x])* +x#. P-8) 
Then 6+ E G? and 
~(~,~+~=ll8#-~ll:+ll~*-~~~~l~*II: 
= ll(d - wl)*llt 
G IId - wa: 
= L(B, 8) 
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for every 19, so we may restrict our attention to estimators 
sE@+={6E2J:6=6+}={6:(6[X])#=X#}. 
For such an estimator, set _S[X] = fSi[X]}, and 
si[xl =I ei(s) S[Xl(S)P(ds). I 
Then 
We conclude this section with the introduction of the three examples we 
will study indetail in Section 4. 
EXAMPLE 1. Multivariate normal: Let I= {tr,..., tm} be any finite set in 
R i, and let 3E, 0, &‘, ,u, y, and X satisfy (Al)-(A4). Each function u on I 
may be uniquely identified with the vector u E Rm with coordinates 
Ui = u(tJ; under this identification 3, d, and 1’ are each identified with R”, 
0 with a subset of Rm, and X with an m-variate normal random vector X 
with unknown mean 8 and known covariance matrix 2, = r(ti, tj). 
Let Q be the m x m diagonal matrix with entries Qi, z ,u( { ti}); p < m is the 
rank of CQ. There exists a p x p diagonal matrix D with D, , > . . . > D,, > 0 
and an m x p matrix E with E’QE = I,,, ZQE = ED; let e, f? X be determined 
by ei(tj) = Ej,i+ 1. Then j e;(s) ej(s)p(ds) = (E’QE)i+ l,j+, = 1 if i =j, 0 else, 
and r[ei](t,) = (ZQE)j,i+ 1 = (ED)j,i+ r = uiei(tj). In this case C = Zui = 
tr E’QZQE = tr ZQ. 
With this choice of {e,.], X= E’QX E RP has expectation t= E’Qfl and 
p X p covariance E(X - fi)(X - f)’ = E’QZQE = D. 
Indeed any m-variate normal random variable X with covariance 2 
determines a continuous path Gaussian process on (e.g.) I = { 1,2,..., n} as 
above. The transformation described above changes the problem of 
estimating the mean 8 E Rm of the m-variate normal vector X with 
covariance E under weighted loss Cy! L ]ei - ai]* ~({i}) into that of 
estimating the mean vector t E RP of the p independent normal random 
variables {Xi} with variances {vi} under squared-error loss Cf=, 119~ - a,]*. 
EXAMPLE 2. Brownian motion: Let I = [0, T] and let ,U be Lebesgue 
measure on I. Let X(t) = e(t) + Z(t), where Z(a) is a Wiener process with 
mean EZ(t) = 0 and covariance function y(s, t) = EZ(s) Z(t) = u* min(s, t) 
for some constant u2 > 0. Then the eigenvalue equation 
WI = vf (2.9) 
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has no solution f# 0 when u = 0, while (2.9) with u # 0 implies that f is 
twice differentiable and satisfies 
vf” + c7’f = 0 (2.10a) 
with boundary conditions 
f(0) =f’(T) = 0. (2. lob) 
The well-known complete set of normalized solutions to (2.10) are 
with 
e,(s) = (2/T) “* sin [ (i + f ) 7rs/T], 
vi = [aT/n(i + t)]’ 
C= x vi=a2T2/2. 
D<i<w 
See Wong (1971) for a detailed account. 
EXAMPLE 3. Brownian bridge with weighted loss: Suppose Z = [O, T), 
,u(dt) = t-‘(1 - f/T)-’ dt, and X(t) = 0(t) + Z(t), where {Z(f), t E I} is the 
Brownian bridge, i.e., the Gaussian process with mean zero and covariance 
function 
y(s, t) = a*[min{s, t) - st/T]. 
As in Example 2, the ei and vi satisfy a differential equation 
vf”(S) = s(l:;T) f @), (2.1 la) 
f(O) =f(T) = 0. (2.1 lb) 
Defining h(s) =f(s)/{s( 1 - s/T)}, (2.1 la) becomes (after dividing through 
by v> 
s 1-L h”(s)+2 1-z h’(s)+ f-1 h(s)=O. 
( T) ( T) (v T) 
The solutions to this equation are the Jacobi polynomials (on [0, T]) 
Pi(s) = kio (ii’) (?L) (+- l)i-k (+)k, O<iC co, 
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providing u = r~*T/[(i + l)(i + 2)]. Multiplying by ~(1 - s/7) and 
normalizing gives a complete set of orthonormal solutions to the original 
differential equation, namely, 
e,(s) = - 
I 
t2i+J&w j"2 go (ii 1) if';) (+ l)i-k+l (f)k+l, 
with corresponding eigenvalues 
Here 
ui = dT/[(i + l)(i + 2)]. 
c= ‘%- vi=02T F- 
1 
O<i<oO O<i<m (i+ I)(i+2)=u2T* 
Comment. Whenever Z(e) is a Markov process (as in the above 
examples), y(., .) will be a Greens function for some differential operator L 
with specified boundary conditions, and the {ei} will satisfy viLei = ei(. ) 
for ui # 0 as well as the boundary conditions. 
3. MINIMAX AND STEIN ESTIMATION 
We begin by showing that 6’[X] E X (respectively 6’[&] E X) is a 
minimax estimator of 19 E 0 (respectively t E @), i.e., 
THEOREM 1. Let X be a Gaussian process in 3E (as in Section 1) with 
continuous covariance y(-, -) and loss measure ,a satisfying (Al)-(A3). Then 
if 0 contains jkite linear combinations of (ei 1, 6’ is a minimax estimator of 
0 E 0 and j” is a minimax estimator of fi E ,O. 
Proof: Our original proof, based on a limiting Bayesian argument, was 
more complicated than the following simple proof suggested by Larry 
Brown. 
Suppose that 6’ were not minimax. Then for some E > 0 and 6’ E 5’, 
R(8,6'),<C-& for every e E 0. 
By (P4) there is a finite N&p satisfying 
x Vi> C-&/2. 
i<N 
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The proof proceeds by constructing an estimator 6’ of the N-variate normal 
mean 0=(0,,0 r ,..., 13,~ ,) with squared-error risk R(8, 6’) < II@, So) - s/2, 
contradicting the known minimaxity of the estimator 6’ [X] = X = (X0, X, ,..., 
X,,_,) in the iv-variate case. 
Let o:RN-+X be the mapping o[u](.) E CicN uiei(.), where 
u = (u, ,..., u,-,) E RN, and denote by w  : X n L2(1, du) -+ RN its left inverse 
given by ~[u] = u, where ui = l, u(t) ei(t) ,u(dt). Then when 8 = o(6), 8 E RN, 
the random variable X E v(X) has an N-variate normal distribution with 
mean 0 and diagonal covariance $ with lji = ui, 0 < i < A? The invariant 
estimator SO[x] = x has constant risk R(8, So) = Ci<N ui > C - c/2, while the 
estimator 
S’bl =E[v(~‘[Xl) I WV) = xl 
has risk 
i<N 
icp 
= R(8,S’) 
<C--E 
< R(8, SO) - E/2. 
Note that the sufficiency of X for 8 (see Comment 4 in Section 5) is needed 
in ensuring that 6’ is a valid estimator of 8. fl 
We now turn to the problem of improving upon ,S” in case p > 2. The 
following theorem provides a starting point. 
THEOREM 2. For uniformly bounded constants ai > 0, bi > 0, and d > 0, 
0 < i < p, define an estimator ,S* ($1 by 
ai 
d + J’Jj<p bjXjZ 
xi. (3.1) 
Then ifp > 2, R@,,_6*) < R@,,_S”) for all f if and only if 
2 r aivi > ~~~(4ajVj + a;/bj} 
iZ7 
(3.2) 
(where af/b, = 0 if aj = bj = 0). 
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Proof. Suppose (3.2) holds and set jj,ull’= d + Cb,uf for ,u E f2; then 
define 
= 1 1 E(ei-Xi)2- ( 
a.X. 2 ei-xi+‘- 
icp IIXII’ I !  
(Xi - Si) Xi a:X: = 
- 1 
r E 2a 
i<p i IIXII’ --iixF I 
Integrating the first term by parts (with respect to Xi) yields 
2a E (Xi - Bi) Xi =E 2UiVi 4aibiviXf 
I IIXII’ I Ilxll’- IIXII” 
so 
_ Xf(JaibiVi + ai> 
II&II’ 
> E & 
! 
i;p 2aivi - Sy$4ajvj + aT/bJ 
! (3.3) 
since Cicp uibiXt < /[&I[’ supicp luil f or any bounded sequence (Ui }. It 
follows that A@) > 0 when (3.2) is satisfied. This proves the “if’ half of the 
theorem. 
Now for the “only if’ half. Suppose (3.2) fails, so there exists 0 <j < p for 
which aj/bj + 4ajvj > 2 Ciipaivi. Consider ,S= {8i}i<p, where oi = 0 for 
i#j and t?,=xER’; then it is straightforward to show from the first 
equality in (3.3) that A@) < 0 for large enough x. For a detailed similar 
argument, see Berger (1976). m 
Comment. Theorem 2 is an extension of Theorem 1 of Berger (1976) and 
could be generalized as in that paper. 
COROLLARY 1. If {ai} and (bi} satisfy (3.2) and d> 0, the “positive 
part” estimator ,S ’ determined by 
ai 
+ 
d + c’<p bjXjZ xi 
satisfies 
for every g. 
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Proof. Just as in the p < co case described in Berger and Bock 
(1976). 1 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose vj < Ci>j vi for some j. Choose any 0 < a < 
2(-vj + Ci>j vi). Then the estimator ,S* determined by 
r&q&] =xi, i <j, 
(3.4) 
and its positive-part version each have smaller risk than $‘, 
Proof. Set d = 0, a, = 0 for i <j, a, = a for i > j, and bi = 0 for i <j, 
bi = 1 for i > j in Theorem 2. n 
In particular, when c = -vO + &>O vi > 0 then _S*[&] = (1 -a/l&12)x is 
minimax for any 0 < a < 2c. This is the analogue (1.1) of the James-Stein 
estimator; indeed, the case p < co, or,= ... = uPPi = 1, and a = c is the 
James-Stein estimator exactly. 
In Examples 2 and 3 it is not the case that v0 < Ci>O vi, so that (3.4) with 
j = 0 does not outperform j”. In each case vi < xi, i vi, however, so the 
j = 1 case improves upon ,S”. 
As discussed in Berger [1980a, 19821, such simple estimators as those 
above are rarely optimal. Since j” is minimax, any better estimator can only 
have significantly smaller risk in a fairly small region of 0. It is thus 
important to specify the region in which significant improvement is desired, 
and choose an improved estimator tailored to this region. The problem is 
best phrased in Bayesian terms, since the region in which significant 
improvement is desired will be the region in which e is a priori thought likely 
to lie. 
We will assume a very simple type of prior input; namely, the 
specification of prior means ri and variances tii for the Bi. In some situations 
it may happen that the 13, are meaningful quantities concerning which prior 
information is available. For example, the {ei} might be the possible 
frequencies of a given signal and the 8, their amplitudes. Often, however, it 
will be the case that 13(.) itself is the only real quantity for which one has 
prior information. The problem then becomes that of transforming prior 
information about 13(e) into suitable means & and variances rii for the 8i. 
An obvious avenue to follow is to model the prior information about 19(a) 
by pretending that {e(t), t E I} is itself a stochastic process with mean 
function r(t) and covariance function r(s, t). A priori determination of t(t) is 
straightforward, since r(t) can just be considered to be the “best guess” for 
B(t). Determination of t(s, t) is harder, though intuitively it should just reflect 
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the covariance of the “error” in the guess t(t). In this light it is reasonable to 
expect fairly accurate specification of p(t) = r(t, t), since this could just be 
chosen to be the square of the expected error in the guess r(t). Specifying 
covariances is harder, but will usually not greatly affect the values rii. In 
later examples we will just choose convenient covariances. 
Since ci is supposed to be the mean of 0,. and r(t) the mean of O(t), we 
must have 
ti = EBi = E 1 e(t) ei(t) p(d) = 1, r(t) ei(t) p(d). 
I 
Likewise, 
Unfortunately, working with all the rij is much more complicated than 
working just with the rii, so we well ignore the prior covariances. For a 
method of incorporating these covariances into the analysis, see Wolpert and 
Berger [1982]. (The method is based on a considerably more involved 
Karhunen-Lo&e-type expansion, although some special situations in which 
the expansion considered here will suffice are given.) 
The estimator that is recommended, for given li and tii, is the 
generalization to infinite dimensions of the estimator given in Berger [ 19821, 
and is given as follows: define qr = v:/(ui + rii), and relabel (if necessary) so 
that q1 > q2 > ..a ; and let 
where 
THEOREM 3. The estimator cj”($) = (Sf(z), d?(g),...) has smaller risk 
than jO. 
Proof. The proof is exactly the proof of minimaxity of the finite dimen- 
sional version of the above estimator given in Berger [ 19821. u 
The motivation for jM is interesting. Note that if the prior information is 
correct, E* IX,] = <, and 
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where E* denotes expectation over both X and 0 (and the prior and sample 
information are assumed to be independent). Hence for j > 2 
E* 
[ 
j-l 
c:‘=, (x, - r,MfJ, + 7a) 1 z 1 
and so for i > 2 we “expect” that 
ri(t?l=$ g, (4j-qj+1N1)= '* 
lJ 1 
Thus (at least with substantial probability) 
SP(X) g xi - * txi - ti)> 
I I, 
which is the best linear estimate of Bi for the given prior information. The 
actual form of r,(z) protects against prior misspecification by going to zero 
if X seems too far from 5. Indeed, by Theorem 2, gM is better than 4’ always 
(but will only be significantly better if f turns out to be near 5 = (to, <, ,...) 
as expected). For smaller i (particularly i = 0 and i = 1), ri can be substan- 
tially smaller than 1 even for 6 near J, but this is the price that must be paid 
to ensure dominance over 6’. (The “best” linear estimator for the given prior 
information has a risk function which increases quadratically in the (ei - &), 
and hence can be infinitely worse than ,S”.) In the next section, the above 
results are applied to Examples 1, 2, and 3 (introduced in Section 2.) 
Since jM involves an infinite sum, it can, of course, never be calculated 
exactly. The somewhat delicate point thus arises as to whether any approx- 
imation used for iM dominates Go. The natural approximation to use would 
result in the following estimator for 19(e): 
P[X](.) = X(.) - I f Xiei(*) + fj CS~(~)ei(-), I (3.6) i=O i=O 
where 
r:(X)=‘+ (qj-qj+,)min 1, 
2(j- 1)’ 
4i J‘Zi I CL0 v, - &>‘A~, + 711) I ’ 
and qm+l is here defined to be zero. This estimator avoids the infinite sum, 
and, furthermore (and realistically), necessitates only the calculation of the 
relevant quantities through the mth coefficient. Here m could be chosen as 
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the largest number for which the Fourier analysis is calculationally feasible. 
It can be shown by arguments virtually identical to the preceding ones that 
6” is minimax (and dominates 6’) as desired. 
We end this section with a lemma which is useful in indicating the 
improvement in risk obtainable by using the new estimators. It is, unfor- 
tunately, very difficult to calculate the risk of the estimator (3.5). A related 
estimator, for which the risk can be explicitly calculated, is given 
componentwise by 
where 
(Recall that q1 = v’/(vi + rii),) This estimator is minimax for 0 < c ,< 2, but 
is most likely inferior to the estimator d”. 
LEMMA 2. If e has an ‘8#,,t) prior distribution 71, where J is the 
diagonal matrix with diagonal elements tii, then 
m  
471, ,S’) = s ui - 2~4, + c2A 2, 
i=O 
where 
and 
The optimal minimax choice of c is 
c* = min{2,A,/A2}, 
and the corresponding Bayes risk is 
(3.8) 
r(71, SC*) = G ui - 2c*A, + c**A,. 
CT0 
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ProoJ The proof is exactly analogous to the proof of Lemma 2 in Berger 
(1982) and will be omitted. 1 
4. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. Finite dimensional problem: The complete analysis is 
carried out in Berger [ 19821, to which the reader is referred. 
EXAMPLE 2. Brownian motion: In applying the minimax results in 
Section 3 to Example 2, a slight modification of the problem seems to be 
indicated. Our original intuition behind this modification was that Bayesian 
estimators discussed in Section 3 shift the Xi towards the &, and hence might 
shift X(0) towards r(O), an undesirable feature in that X(0) = 0(O) exactly. 
Referees pointed out that it is unclear whether or not X(0) gets shifted, and 
we agree. An alternate intuition for the modification we propose is that 
explicitly incorporating the knowledge that X(0) = e(O) seems to result in a 
problem with smaller prior variance and hence a minimax estimator with 
smaller Bayes risk. We give an example to illustrate this phenomenon after 
discussing the modification. 
To explicitly incorporate the information that X(0) = 0(O), define 
x*(.)=x(.)-x(o), 
8”(a) = f3(-) - e(o), 
and, for any estimator 6, 
s*[xJ(*) = S[X](*) -X(O). 
It is easy to check that X* is itself a Wiener process with mean 8* and 
covariance function y*(s, t) = 1~’ min(s, t} = y(s, t), and, furthermore, that 
qe, S[X]) = j’ [e(t) - s[x](t)]’ dt 
0 
= I oT [e*(t) - s*[X](t)]* dr 
= qe*, a* [X]). 
Thus the “*” problem is formally the same as the original problem, and all 
previous results apply to it. The key difference is in the fact that the prior 
information transforms into 
5*(-j = <(*I - WV 
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t*(t, s) = E{ [e*(t) - r*(f)] [e*(s) - t*(s)] 1 
= E 1 I(W> - r(o) - (e(o) - W>>l 
x l(W) - <(s))(fw) - r(o))1 I 
= 7(t, s) - 7(t, 0) - ?(O, s) + r(0, 0). (4.1) 
Determination of r* and r* can thus either be done directly through 
subjective considerations of B*, or from the prior knowledge < and r about 0. 
As a specific example of the above considerations suppose it is determined 
that t*(t, s) = J min{t, a}. This is sensible, in that 7*(t, t) = At, reflecting the 
likely fact that the uncertainty in the guess T*(t) is increasing in t (it being 
known that r*(O) = 0). The constant A would reflect the degree of 
uncertainty in c*. Then 
<: = joT<*(s)e,(s)ds = joTt*(s) ($)“* sin [ (++ i) zs/~] ds 
and 
7: = 
I 
’ t*(t, s) e,(r) et(s) dt ds = AT*/[z’(~ + i)‘], 
0 
the last calculation being like those in Section 2. Some algebra then gives 
that the estimator @’ in (3.5) is given coordinatewise (for the “*” problem) 
by 
SF*@*) = XT - 2 
( 1 
i + + * (XT - <F) G (j+ 1) 
,yi (j’ + 2j + !)’ 
2 
x min I 
2(j- 1)’ 
(dU+ /I) ) II&* -$*I]; ’ I 
where IlF* -J*llT = C{=. (XT - r:>’ ?r*(1+ ~)‘/(u27”), and 
XT = jr-X*(t) e!(t) dt = jr [X(t) -X(O)] ei(t) dt 
0 0 
= x, _ VI l’* X(O) 
I  7r(f + i) ’ 
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Also, <,F = ti - (27’)“’ X(O)/[n(f + i)], and the estimator 6”’ for the original 
problem is S”[X](.) = P’ [Xl(.) + X(0) or, equivalently, SM(&) = Sp*(&*) + 
(2T)"' X(O)/[?r(j + i)]. H ence we can finally write the desired estimator as 
Sy($)=Xi-2 ii++)' [(xi+ $y) (x(O) - Fw] 
x? (j+ 1) 
,ri (j' + 2j+ i)' min I 
where 
Observing that 
qi = Uf/(Ui + $) = 
dT2 
(u* + A) 7r’(j + i)’ ’ 
a calculation (see Lemma 2) gives that 
A1r @‘+A) 
u4T2 (0.0497), 
A2s @*+A) 
ff4T2 (0.0331), 
and 
c* = min(2,A,/A,} 2 1.503. 
The minimax estimator 6” (see (3.7) and (3.8)) thus has Bayes risk 
?$r,cY*)= 5 Yi-2c*A1+c*2A2 
i=O 
a*T* a4T2 
=-- (a2 +~) (0.0746) 
2 
G2T2 =- 
2 l- (02u;,) (0.149)). 
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An analysis of the original problem (i.e., without attempting to explicitly 
incorporate the information X(0) = e(O)) can be done along the same lines 
using t(t, s). We were unable to prove that the modified analysis is always 
better, and so merely considered an example, namely, 
r(t,s)=A(K-{It-sl), where K > T/4. 
For the indicated range of K this is a valid covariance function, and when 
used in (4.1) gives the t*(t, s) evaluated earlier. (This r(t, s) is also sensible 
intuitively, the variance function r(t, t) = IK indicating a constant estimated 
variance for the guess <(.) of e(a).) A calculation of the Bayes risk of 6” 
gives 
lS2T2 
r(n, fY*) = 2 3 
where h is a decreasing function of its arguments, going to zero as l/c2 or 
K/T go to infinity, and going to 0.149 (the answer for the modified problem) 
as l/u2 goes to zero. For a numerical example, when l/a2 = 1 and K/T = f 
then h = 0.095. For prior covariance functions of this particular form, 
therefore, the modified minimax estimator appears to be better than the 
unmodified minimax estimator. Again, however, there is no theory to support 
this conclusion in general. 
EXAMPLE 3. Brownian bridge with weighted loss: As in Example 2, the 
initial difficulty is encountered that X(0) = 0(O) and X(T) = B(T) exactly. To 
ensure that the minimax estimators estimate e(O) and e(r) correctly, define, 
for 0 ,< t < T, 
x*(t)=x(t)- [x(O) (1 +) +X(T)-+ 
e*(t)=e(t)- [B(O) (1 -g +e(T)G], 
~*Lwt) = ww) - [X(O) (1 - f) +X(T) +] ) 
and 
<*(t)=<(t)- [r(o) (1-f) +v# 
Again, the “*” problem is the same as the original problem, in that X*(t) = 
e*(t) + Z(t), where {Z(t), t E [0, T]} is a Brownian bridge. 
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Since the prior information in this transformed problem is that 0*(O) = 
c*(O)=0 and tY*(T)=<*(T)=O exactly, a reasonable prior covariance 
function is 
t*(f, s) = J 
I 
min(s, t) - $ . 
1 
Calculation gives 
sii = AT/[@ + l)(i + 2)). 
We won’t bother to write out the estimator (3.5) in this case, but it is of 
interest that for the estimator SC in (3.7), the optimal choice of c* is c* = 
1.3269, and the Bayes risk of 6” is 
~(Tc,~~~*)=cI*T- &$ (O-4423) 
Hence the estimator _6” can be up to 44% better than & in terms of Bayes 
risk. Again, jM probably performs even better. 
5. CONCLUSIONS AND GENERALIZATIONS 
Comment 1. A comment is in order concerning the relationship of the 
results in this paper with standard “filtering theory.” The classical estimator 
for the situation posed here is indeed do, but more complicated situations are 
usually considered. In the first place, it is often assumed that X(a) is only 
observed at, say, n points or that X(s) is observed in a nonanticipative 
context (i.e., only X(s) for s < t is known when e(t) is to be estimated) or 
both. Such models are outside the scope of this paper. Also, it is often 
assumed that 0(.) belongs to some subset of 0 (say, is an nth degree 
polynomial), or that {0(t), t E I} really is a random process, perhaps jointly 
distributed with the “observational noise.” In either case the classical 
problem is to filter out the noise, arriving at an estimate of e(a). Thus our 
analysis deals with what could be called the “noninformative” situation, in 
which we do not have (completely trustworthy) auxiliary information of this 
We. 
To more clearly see the difference between the analyses, suppose it is felt 
that 8 is itself a Gaussian process, independent of X - 8, with mean function 
and covariance function as discussed in Section 4. Then the classical filter 
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would be essentially the estimator determined by (3.5) with ri(.) = 1, and 
this would be optimal. If, however, the beliefs about 19 are uncertain, 
corresponding to vague prior information rather than concrete knowledge, 
this classical filter could be dangerous, in the sense that its risk can be very 
bad if f?(.) is not what was anticipated (i.e., is not near r(e)). The estimator 
proposed in (3.5) “hedges the bet,” partially filtering out the suspected noise, 
but in a totally safe way; no matter how far the true 0(e) is from r(a), the 
estimator in (3.5) will still be better than the unfiltered 6’. These 
considerations can also be phrased in “robust Bayesian” terms. See Berger 
[ 1980b] for discussion. Of course, if one is really quite confident about the 
added information about 0(.) (and usually one will know more than just that 
e(.) is in ,!,*(I, &)), then classical filters should be used. 
Comment 2. Even in the basic situation discussed here, certain 
generalizations would be very desirable. First of all, it would be nice to be 
able to carry out the analysis for an arbitrary complete system of functions 
{ei(*)}, so that a system could be chosen which is appropriate for the 
expected form of 6(e). Also, it would be very useful to be able to handle 
more general types of prior information about 0(.), particularly information 
relating to smoothness of the functions, or to knowledge that 8(.) lies in 
some subspace of 0. Finally, it is often not 0(.) itself which is of interest, but 
some functional of 8(.). 
For instance, in Example 2 it is frequently the derivative of 0 which is of 
interest, such as when a signal plus “white noise” is observed, in which case 
the standard mathematical treatment is to integrate and consider the 
integrated signal plus Brownian motion (which is the integral of white noise, 
in some sense). 
Comment 3. The results here easily generalize to the situation in which 
e(.) (but not Z(a)) is p ermitted to have jumps at a discrete set of points in I, 
by setting P’(t) = CsC, [e(t) - lirnsTf B(s)] and estimating 8’ = 8 - @’ upon 
observing Xc = X - XJ; the assumption that Z( .) has no jumps ensures that 
X”(.) = @‘(.). The problem of estimating 0’ by observing Xc can be solved as 
before. 
Comment 4. The assumption that X and 8 have continuous paths is 
convenient but not necessary; many other function spaces could be 
substituted for X. However, in the proof of the minimaxity of the usual 
estimator 6’ (Theorem 3.1) we use the sufficiency of X for 8, a consequence 
of the fact that the mapping X -+ X from 3E f7 L *(I, dp) to I* is one-to-one; 6’ 
may not be minimax if fi is replaced by a space for which this map is not 
injective. 
As an example, consider the space X of bounded measurable functions 
with the supremum norm on I = [0, 11, with 0 the continuous functions. Let 
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B(a) be a Brownian motion, V a random variable independent of B and 
uniformly distributed on [0, 11, and set 
Z(t) = 0 if t - V is rational, 
= B(t) else, 
X(t) = z(t) + e(t). 
Then it is possible to estimate 0 perfectly with a continuous estimator 
6* : 3E + L2(Z, &) (here ,U is Lesbesgue measure), while 6’ has constant risk 
$. 
The technically simple choice of X = L2(Z, &) is unappealing in cases 
where the loss measure ,D may have support smaller than all of I. The 
restriction of X to the support of ~1 is not (in general) a sufficient statistic for 
estimating the restriction of 8 to the support of y, so the statistical problem 
of estimating 0 upon observing X E C(Z) may differ substantially from the 
problem of estimating 6’ upon observing X E L’(Z, dp). 
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